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Introduction

These is the write up of a series of lectures that intended to give an overview of the
algebraic topology of complex algebraic varieties� The most important tool here is
the theory of Lefschetz pencils� which serves in algebraic geometry similar purposes
as Morse theory in di�erential topology�

The �rst four lectures are devoted to the classical aspects of this theory� Lecture
� deals with dual varieties and it shown there that there are plenty Lefschetz pencils
on a smooth projective variety with good properties� Lecture � is devoted to the
weak Lefschetz theorem� lecture 	 discusses various properties that are equivalent
to the hard Lefschetz theorem and lecture 
 is about monodromy and the Picard�
Lefschetz formula�s� Here I followed to a large extent Lamotke�s survey ����

The standard proof of the hard Lefschetz theorem is due to Hodge and is based
his theory of harmonic forms� Until the mid�seventies this was the only one� When
Deligne proved in �� the corresponding result for varieties de�ned over �nite �elds�
he obtained at the same time another proof in the complex case �because there is
a comparison theorem and a base change property�� That proof made ingeneous
use of Lefschetz pencils� Ideas of that proof have been used to obtain far reaching
generalizations�

One of these generalizations concerns singular projective varieties� It was clear
from the outset that the Lefschetz theorems could not hold for such varieties� simply
because of the failure of Poincar�e duality� However� with the discovery of intersec�
tion homology by Goresky�MacPherson� a homology theory for singular spaces had
arrived that had Poincar�e duality built in� Shortly afterwards� Bernstein� Beilin�
son� Deligne and Gabber showed that singular projective varieties de�ned over
�nite �elds satisfy the hard Lefschetz theorem if we replace �etale cohomology by
the intersection homology analog� They also proved relative versions of this result�
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among which the decomposition theorem� This led M� Saito to develop the complex
�or rather K�ahler� counterpart of these results�

We have attempted to describe some of the ideas that go into this generaliza�
tion in the last two sections� Lecture � is devoted to a detailed study of the Leray
spectral sequence of a Lefschetz pencil following Grothendieck and Deligne� We use
this to outline a proof of the hard Lefschetz theorem for smooth varieties of which
the analytic input is given by Zucker�s fundamental theorem on the cohomology of
curves with values in polarized Hodge structure with degeneracies� This proof is
admittedly more involved than the standard proof� but has the virtue that it gener�
alizes to intersection homology of singular projective varieties� That generalization
is the topic of lecture ��

These lectures were based on a �part of a� course I gave at the University of
Utah in the Spring of ����� During that course� Herb Clemens carefully took notes�
These notes were available to me �and the audience� while I gave the lectures and
proved very useful in writing this up� I thank him heartily�

A word of warning regarding the bibliography is perhaps in order� this is merely
a list of works that we referred to and there is no pretense of completeness of any
kind� But we do hope that it may help the reader to �nd further references�



LECTURE ��
The dual variety and Lefschetz pencils

Throughout this lecture we �x a complex vector space V of dimension N � ��
We denote by P �� P�V � be its associated projective space �its points parametrize
the one�dimensional subspaces of V � and by P� �� P�V �� the dual �whose points
parametrize the linear hyperplanes of V � or equivalently� the projective hyperplanes
of P�� We write H� � P for the projective hyperplane labeled by � � P�� Likewise�
x � Pdetermines a hyperplane Hx of P��

The pairs �x� �� � P� P� with the property that x � H� �or equivalently�
� � Hx� make up a closed subvariety W of P� P�� called the incidence variety�
A choice of a basis for V determines projective coordinates x� � � � � xN � for P and
�� � � � � �N � for P�� in terms of these coordinates W is given by the single equationPN

i�� x
i�i � �� It is a smooth hypersurface in P�P�� Let

p �W � P � q � W � P�

be the two projections�

����� Lemma� The projections p and q are locally trivial with �bre a projective
space of dimension N � ��

The proof is left to you�

Now let X � P be closed irreducible subvariety of dimension n � N � If x is a
smooth point of X � then let TxX denote the projective n�dimensional subspace of
P spanned by the tangent space of X at x� It is clear that H� is tangent to X at
x i� H� � TxX � We de�ne the projectivized conormal bundle of the smooth part
Xreg of X by

NXreg
�� f�x� �� � Xreg �P� � H� � TxXg�

����� Lemma� NXreg
is a closed irreducible subvariety of Xreg �P� of dimension

N �� and the projection NXreg
� Xreg is locally trivial with �bre a projective space

of dimension N � n� ��

Proof� Given x � Xreg� choose a complementary projective subspace K to TxX
in P� Then the set of y � Xreg with TyX �K � � is a Zariski open neighborhood

�
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U of x and we have a natural isomorphism p���U� � NXreg
	� U � K�� This is a

local trivialization� �

We write NX for the Zariski closure of NXreg
in W � This is a subvariety of

dimension N � �� Clearly� p�NX� � X � The image q�NX� is called the dual variety
of X � it is usually denoted by X�� It is a closed irreducible subvariety of P��

����� Proposition� The exchange � � P� P� 	� P�� Pmaps NX onto NX� and
so X�� � X�

We put WX �� p���X� �W and qX �� qjWX � Since p � WX � X is locally
trivial with smooth �bre� WX�reg � WXreg

� We �rst prove�

����� Lemma� For �a� �� � WX�reg� the following are equivalent�
�� qX has not the maximal rank N at �a� ���
�� �a� �� � NX� i�e�� H� � TaX�
	� dq�T�a���WX� � T�Ha�

Proof� Choose a basis for V such that a � � � � � 
 
 
 � �� and H� is given by
xN � �� Then in terms of the obvious a�ne coordinates qX is given by

�x� u�� � � � � uN��� �� ��
N��X
i��

xiui � xN � u�� � � � � uN����

where x � � � x� � 
 
 
 � xN �� It is clear that qX fails to have rank N at �a� �� i�
xN jX has a as a critical point� This last property just means that H� � TaX �
This proves ���� ����

Since WX contains fag �Ha� we have

T�Ha � dq�T�a���WX��

The left�hand side has dimension N � �� So if the right�hand side has dimension
at most N � �� this inclusion must be an equality� This proves ���� �	�� �

Proof of ������ Let U be an open�dense subset of NXreg
with the property for all

�a� �� � U � � � X�
reg and dq�T�a���NX� � T�X

�� By lemma ���	� we have

T�Ha � dq�T�a���WX�

for all �a� �� � NXreg
� So if �a� �� � U � then T�Ha � T�X

�� This means that
��� a� � NX� � We have proved that ��U� � NX� � Since both NX and NX� are
closed and irreducible of dimension N � �� it follows that ��NX� � NX� � �

���	� Corollary� If X is smooth� then the set of critical points of qX is equal to
NX and hence its set of critical values is X�� In particular� qX is locally trivial in
the C� sense over P��X��

Proof� The �rst statement is immediate from lemma ���
�� The last clause follows
from the Ehresmann �bration theorem� �
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���
� Corollary� All smooth hypersurfaces in Pn of a �xed degree d � � are mu�
tually di�eomorphic�

Proof� Apply the proposition to the image X of the d�fold Veronese embedding
f � Pn� PN �where N�� is the number of monomials of degree d in n�� variables�
and f has these monomials as coordinates�� �

In the remainder of this lecture we assume that X is smooth�

Let L be line in P�� It determines a codimension two linear subspace A of P
with the property that

� � L� A � H��

The family of hyperplanes of Pparametrized by L is called a pencil� We put

�X �� q��X �L� � f�x� �� � X � L � x � H�g

and we denote the two by projections by 	 � �X � X and f � �X � X � We further
put Y �� X � A� Observe that then
 	��Y � Y � L� we shall often write �Y for this space�
 	 � �X � �Y � X � Y is an isomorphism� the inverse mapping being given by
x �� �x� spanhx�Ai��

 f����� � H� �X � this intersection will also be denoted by X��
We say that L is transversal to X� if L meets X� in its smooth part only and

is transversal to X�
reg� We �rst show that such lines are plenty �

����� Lemma� Given � � P�� X�� then the lines in P� through � form a pro�
jective space P� of dimension N � � of which an open dense subset parametrizes
X��transversal lines�

Proof� Let 
 � X� � P� be the map which assigns to � � X� the line spanned
by � and �� Then � � X�

reg is a critical point of 
 i� span��� �� is contained in
T�X

�� So the set of lines passing through � which are not transversal to X� is the
union of 
�Xsing� and the set of critical values of 
jX�

reg� and hence is contained in
a proper subvariety� �

The number of points of intersection of an X��transversal line with X� is
independent of L� this number is called the class of X � If X� is a hypersurface�
then the class of X is simply the degree of X�� else it is zero�

Let us �x an X��transversal line L�

����� Proposition� The following properties hold�
�� A is transversal to X� so that Y is smooth in X of codimension two�
�� �X is smooth�
	� no critical point of f lies in �Y and f maps its critical points bijectively onto

L �X��

� each critical point �x of f is nondegenerate� i�e�� the hessian of f at such a

point �which is a bilinear map T�x �X � T�x �X � Tf��x�L	 is nondegenerate�
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Proof� ��� Assume A is not transversal to X at x� Then there is a hyperplane H
containing TxX � A� So H � H� for some � � �L and �x� �� � NX � Hence � � V ��
But then � � X�

reg since L is transversal to X�� Since ��� x� � NX� � it follows
that T�X

� � Hx� Since x � A� we also have L � Hx� So T�X
� � L � Hx� which

contradicts the fact that L is transversal to X��
��� Since �X � q��X �L�� it is enough to show that q � WX � P� is tranversal

to L� Let �a� �� � �X � If qX has rank N at �a� ��� there is nothing to prove� Else
�a� �� � NX and dq�T�a���WX� � T�Ha � T�X

�� Since L is transversal to X� at
�� it follows that L is also transversal to Ha at ��

�	� The restriction of f to �Y � Y � L is just the second projection� so f has

no critical point in �Y � Let �a� �� � �X be a critical point of f � The fact that
q �WX � P� is tranversal to L implies that �a� �� is then also a singular point of f �
So �a� �� � NX � This implies that � � X�� As � � L also� X� must be smooth of
dimension N � � at �� But NX

	� NX� � X� is an isomorphism over the smooth
part of X� �why��� and so over � there is no other critical point than �a� ���

�
� Let �a� �� � �X be a critical point of f � We just saw that then �a� �� � NX

and that qjNX has rank N � � at �a� ��� Choose projecive coordinates such that�
a � � � � � 
 
 
 � ��� H� � fxN � �g and A � fx� � xN � �� Now TaX � TaH��
Let �t�� � � � � tn� be local analytic coordinates for X near a� so that X � P is given
at a by

�t�� � � � � tn�� � � x��t� � � � � xN�t���

and xN has order � � at t � �� Parametrize WX near �a� �� by

�t�� � � � � tn� u�� � � � � uN�� �� � x��t� � 
 
 
 � xN �t��� g�t� u� � u� � � � � � uN�� � ����

where g�t� u� � �PN��
��� x��t�u� �xN �t�� So in local coordinates� f�t� � �xN �t� �

g�t� ��� So we must show that

� ��g

�ti�tj
��� ��

�

is nonsingular�
To this end� we �rst observe that

� ��g

�ti�u�
��� ��

�

has rank n since� by the explicit formula for g� it equals ���z���ti�� This implies
that the derivatives �g��t�� � � � � �g��tn are part of a system of local coordinates for
W at �a� ��� But notice that their common zero set is precisely the locus where qX
is not of maximal rank� By lemma ����� this is just NX �

Since qjNX has rank N � � it follows that the map

��g��t�� � � � � �g��tn� g� u�� � � � � uN���
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must have rank n �N � � in ��� ��� As its jacobian at this point is

�
� ���g��ti�tj���� �� �

��g��tj���� �� � ���xN��tj���� � � �x���� � �
� IN��

�
A �

it follows that ���g��ti�tj���� �� is nonsingular� �

The collection of hyperplane sections X� �� fX � H�g��L is called a general

Lefschetz pencil� these sections are just the �bres of the map f � which itself is called
a Lefschetz �bration� The subspace A � P is called its axis and Y its �xed point

locus� We will see that a general Lefschetz pencil is an algebro�geometric analogue
of a Morse function on a manifold� it is an important tool to analyze the topology
of X �
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LECTURE ��
The weak Lefschetz theorem

We will need some results from homotopy theory� We just state them here
and refer for proofs to a standard text such as G�W� Whitehead�s Elements of
Homotopy theory �Springer Graduate Text in Mathematics�� For the purposes of
homotopy theory� the most suitable class of spaces to work with are those which
are compactly generated� that is spaces that satisfy the Hausdo� axiom and have
the property that a subset is closed i� its intersection with every compact subset
is compact� We shall therefore assume that all spaces in this lecture belong to this
class�

We say that a topological pair�X�A� is a k�cellular extension if X is obtained
from A by simultaneously attaching a number of k�cells� Such a pair is �k � ���
connected�

A relative cell complex of dimension � d is a �ltered space

X� � fX�� � X� � X� � 
 
 
 � Xdg

such that �Xk� Xk��� is a k�cellular extension for k � �� � � � � d� �Xd� X��� is then
said to admit the structure of a relative cell complex of dimension � d� If X�� �
�� we omit the adjective relative� A large class of examples consist of the �nite
dimensional polyhedra with subcomplexes�

Relative cell complexes have several nice properties of which we list a few�

Proposition A� Let �X�A� admit the structure of a relative cell complex and
assume that i � A � X is a homotopy equivalence� Then A � X is a deformation
retract� i�e�� there exists a continuous family of maps frt � X � Xg��t�� with
rti � i for all t� r� � �X and r��X� � A�

If �X�A� admits the structure of a relative cell complex with A � Xk��� then
by iterated use of the homotopy exact sequence for triples we �nd that �X�A� is
�k � ���connected� There is a homotopy converse which says that if �X�A� admits
the structure of a relative cell complex and is �k � ���connected� then �X�A� is
homotopy equivalent relative A to a pair �X �� A� which admits the structure of a
relative cell complex with only cells in dimension � k� This practically implies the
following two propositions�

��
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Proposition B� Let f � �X�A� � �Y�B� be a relative homeomorphism of pairs�
i�e�� B is closed in Y and f maps X �A homeomorphically onto Y �B� If �X�A�
is �k � ���connected and admits the structure of a relative cell complex� then the
same is true for �Y�B��

Proposition C� Let �X�A� resp� �Y�B� be �k����connected resp� �l����connected
and admit the structure of a relative cell complex� Then �X�A�� �Y�B� �� �X �
Y�X � B �A� Y � is �k � l � ���connected�

This �nishes our short homotopical review� The main result of this lecture is
this�

����� Theorem �Weak Lefschetz theorem�� Let X � P be a closed smooth pro�
jective variety of dimension n� and let X� � X � H� be a tranversal hyperplane
section� Then

�� �X�X�� is �n� ���connected and
�� X �X� has the homotopy type of a �nite cell complex of dimension � n�
The second statement is actually a special case of the more general fact that

any a�ne variety of complex dimension � n has the homotopy type of a �nite cell
complex of dimension � n�

����� Corollary� If X is as in the previous theorem and Z � Pis a linear subspace
transversal to X� then �X�X � Z� is dim�X � Z��connected�

Proof� Iterated application of part ��� of the weak Lefschetz theorem� �

So X is connected and of dimension � �� then any tranversal linear section
X � � X of dimension � � is also connected and induces a surjection on fundamental
groups �even a bijection if dimX � � ���

The proof of the weak Lefschetz theorem requires some preparation� We begin
with recalling the Morse lemma�

����� Lemma� If f � �C n � ��� �C � �� has a non�degenerate singularity� then after
a local�analytic coordinate change� f takes the form

Pn

i���z
i���

���
� This motivates us to have a closer look at the function f � Cn � C de�ned
by f�z� �

Pn
i���z

i���
Choose  � � and let B� be the set z � C n with jzj � � It is easily veri�ed

that f j�B� has no singular point z with jf�z�j � �� Choose � � � � �� and let

D �� ft � C � jtj � �g� B �� f��D � B�� �B �� f��D � �B��

From now on we reserve the symbols f resp� �f for the restrictions f � B � D resp�
f � �B � D� Notice that �f is a proper smooth mapping without singularities and
hence locally C� trivial� Since D is a disk� �f is then �globally� C� trivial�

We next turn our attention to the �bre B� �� f������ If z � x �
p��y � C n �

then z � B� i� jxj� � jyj� � �� x 
 y � � and jxj� � jyj� � �� This implies that
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Figure � Thimble of an ordinary singularity

jxj� � jyj� � � and jyj� � �
��

� � ��� So if we make the substitutions

u ��
x

jxj � v ��
yq

�
� �

� � ��
�

then juj � �� jvj � � and u 
 v � �� We thus obtain a di�eomorphism from B� onto
the unit disk bundle of the tangent bundle of Sn���

The real part of B is the set of x � Rn with jxj� � �� we denote it by e and call
it the thimble in B� Notice that e�B� � �e and that this intersection corresponds
to zero section of B� under the above di�eomorphism�

���	� Lemma� The inclusions

e � �B� � e� � � �B �B� � e� � B

are all deformation retracts�

Proof� Since e � B� � B� is a deformation retract� so is e � B� � e� Since �f

is trivial� �B� � �B is a deformation retract� As �B � �B� � e� � �B� � it follows
that the second inclusion is also a deformation retract� That the last inclusion has
this property can probably be shown directly� but tedious work can be avoided by
showing that B is starlike and hence contractible� Since e is contractible� so is
�B � B� � e� and hence the last inclusion is a homotopy equivalence� Now apply
proposition �A�� �

We apply this lemma to the case when f is part of a more global situation�

���
� Lemma� Suppose that we are given a compact �n�manifold Z with boundary
�Z which contains B and a smooth mapping F � Z � D which extends f � We
assume that F����D� � �Z� that �B meets �Z transversally� and that F has no
singular point �� �� Then Z� � e � Z is a deformation retract� so that up to
homotopy� Z is obtained from Z� by attaching an n�cell�
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Figure � Milnor	s 
bration

Proof� Put �Z �� Z � �B � �B�� This is a manifold with corners� The restriction
�F � �Z � D of F has no critical points� even when we restrict to the boundary
piece �B� The Ehresmann �bration theorem applies and we �nd that �F is C�

trivial� So �Z� � �Z is a deformation retract� Also� �Z� � �Z� � �B is a deformation

retract� because �B� � �B is� This implies that the inclusion �Z� � �B � �Z is a
homotopy equivalence� Proposition �A� applies here� so this inclusion is actually
a deformation retract� This in turn � implies that B � Z� � Z is a deformation
retract� The lemma now follows if we combine this with the fact that B� � e � B
is a deformation retract� �

��� � Let us now put ourselves in the situation of the weak Lefschetz theorem�
According to ��� � there exists a line L � Ppassing through � which is transversal
to X�� This de�nes a general Lefschetz pencil on X � We employ the notation
of the previous lecture� So we have a Leschetz �bration f � �X � X satisfying
the properties listed in ���!�� If ����� � � � � ��r� are the distinct points of L � X��
then choose an a�ne coordinate w on L such that w��� � � and jw������j � ��
� � �� � � � � r� Let L��� � L and L��� � L be the hemispheres de�ned by jwj � �
and jwj � � respectively� Let �x���� ����� be the unique critical point of f over
����� Choose �in terms of local analytic coordinates at this point for which is there
a constant plus a sum of squares� a neighborhood B��� of ���� as in ���
� whose
image under f is a closed disk D��� in the interior of L��� centered at ����� Let
���� the point of D��� with maximal real part so that the thimble e��� in B���
has its boundary �e��� in B�������� Draw arcs "��� in L��� connecting � with

����� � � �� � � � � r� as in the picture below� Since �X is locally trivial over "���� the
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embedding �e��� � X���� extends to an embedding of �e���� "��� in �X���� which
commutes with the projection to "���� Let �e��� denote the union of e��� and the
image of this embedding� This is a n�cell whose boundary lies in X�� Put

X	 �� X� �
r�

���

�e����

This is an n�cellular extension and hence �n� ���connected�

Figure � Deformation retract of XL���

����� Lemma� X	 � �XL��� is a deformation retract�

Proof� Let E be the union of the discs D��� and the arcs "���� Then E � L� is
a deformation retract� Since f is locally trivial over L���� int�E�� the homotopy

lifting property assures that �XE � XL��� is a deformation retract� According to

������ X���� � e��� � �XD��� is a deformation retract� A similar argument shows
that

X� � �e��� � �XD���	����

is a deformation retract� The lemma then follows� �

Proof of the weak Lefschetz theorem� We �rst show ���� For n � �� � the
statement is trivial� So we assume n � � and proceed by induction� We use the
triple

�A�B�C� �� � �X� �XL��� � �Y �X� � �Y ��
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Note that in

�B�C� � � �XL��� � �Y �X� � �Y � � � �XL���� X� � �YL���� � � �XL���� X�� � �X	� X��

the �rst inclusion is a relative homeomorphism� The second is a relative homotopy
equivalence since �Y is locally trivial over L���� and the third is a deformation retract
by ���!�� Since �X	� X�� is �n� ���connected� so is �B�C��

Next observe that

�A�C� � � �X�X� � �Y �� �X�X��

is also a relative homeomorphism�
Finally� consider

�A�B� � � �X� �XL��� � �Y � � � �XL���� �X�L��� � �YL���� 	� �X�� Y �� �L���� �L�����

where the isomorphism comes from the local triviality of f over L���� The induc�
tion hypothesis tells us that �X�� Y � is �n � ���connected� Since �L���� �L����
is ��connected� it follows from proposition �C� that the product is n�connected�
The inclusion in the above display is a relative homeomorphism� Proposition �B�
applies� and so �A�B� is also n�connected�

Feeding these properties in the exact homotopy sequence of the triple �A�B�C�
gives that �X�X�� is �n� ���connected�

The proof of ��� also proceeds with induction� but this time starting with n���
So assume that n � �� Note that all the maps in

X �X�


�� �X � �Y �X�
	� �X � �Y �Xw�� � �XL��� � �YL��� � X	 � Y

are homotopy equivalences� Now �X	 � Y�X� � Y � is an n�cellular extension and
by our induction hypothesis� X��Y has the homotopy type of a �nite cell complex
of dimension � n��� It follows that X	�Y � and hence X�X�� has the homotopy
type of a �nite cell complex of dimension � n� �

We now look at the homological aspects of the triple �A�B�C� that appeared
in the proof of the weak Lefschetz theorem� Our homotopy discussion and excision
yield

Hk�B�C� � Hk�X
	� � �r

���Hk��e���� ��e���� �

�
� if k �� n�
	�Zr else�

Hk�A�C� � Hk�X�X��

Hk�A�B� � Hk��X�� Y �� �L���� �L���� 	� Hk���X�� Y ��

where the last isomorphism follows from the K�unneth formula� So the exact se�
quence of this triple becomes

� ��Hk��e���� ��e����� Hk�X�X��
L���Hk���X�� Y �� ��Hk����e���� ��e����� �
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The homomorphism L� can be geometrically understood as follows� Choose �� �
L �X� in a convex neighborhood � �but �� ��� Then the intersection of H�� with
�X�X�� is transversal and gives the pair �X��� Y �� Represent z � Hk�X�X�� by a
k�chain Z which is transversal to H�� Then its intersection with H�� � Z 
H�� � is a
�k � ���chain on X�� with boundary in Y � Move �� to � along a straight line and
drag along Z 
H�� � This produces a cycle on �X�X��� representing L��z��

����� Corollary�
�� Hk�X�X�� � � if k � n�
�� L� � Hk�X�X��� Hk���X�� Y � is an isomorphism for k �� n� n� ��
	� we have an exact sequence

�� Hn
��X�X��
L��Hn���X�� Y �� ��Hn��e���� ��e����� Hn�X�X��� ��

Proof� ��� is immediate from the weak Lefschetz theorem� whereas ��� and �	�
follow from the exact sequence above� �

Another corollary is a formula for euler characteristics�

����� Corollary� The euler characteristics of X� X� and Y are related by

e�X� � �e�Y � � �e�X�� � ����nr�

where r is the class of X�

Proof� Use the equalities

e�B�C� � ����nr�
e�A�C� � e�X�X�� � e�X�� e�X���

e�A�B� � e�X�� Y � � e�X��� e�Y ��

and the fact that the alternating sum of these numbers must be zero� �

Example� Let X be a smooth plane curve of degree d� Then X� is a �nite set
of d points and Y � �� The class of X is the degree of the dual curve� which is
d�d� ��� We thus �nd e�X� � �d��	d� Since e�X� � �� �g�X�� this gives us the
well�known formula for the genus� g�X� � �

��d� ���d� ���

There are corresponding statements for cohomology�

������ �
�� Hk�X�X�� � � if k � n�
�� L� � Hk�X�� Y �� Hk
��X�X�� is an isomorphism for k �� n� n� ��
	� we have an exact sequence

�� Hn�X�X��� ��H
n��e���� ��e���� Hn���X�� Y �

L��Hn
��X�X��� ��
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in particular� Hn�X�X�� is torsion free�
We omit the proofs� since they are similar to their homological counterparts�

Application� Let W � Pn be a smooth hypersurface of degree d� Regard W as a
hyperplane section of Pn with respect to the d�fold Veronese embedding� Then

i � n � � � Hi�W � 	� Hi�P
n�

i � n � � � Hn���W �� Hn���Pn� is onto

i � n � Hi�W � 	� H�n���i�W � 	� H�n���i�Pn��

It is well�known that Hi�P
n� and H i�Pn� are equal to Zfor i � �� �� 
� � � � � �n� and

are zero otherwise� So Hn���W � is really the only interesting homology group�
The interesting part of that homology group is V �� ker�Hn���W � � Hn���Pn��
Clearly�

e�W � � n � � � ����n��rk�V ��

If we combine this formula with ������� then we see that rk�V �� and hence the
�n� ��th Betti number of X can be computed inductively�
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The hard Lefschetz theorem

�	��� We shall need a few facts from algebraic topology� As some of them are
not so standard� we list them here�

First� let X be any space� The the cup product gives its total cohomology
H��X� the structure of a graded�commutative ring with unit� The cap product
gives its homology H��X� the structure of a graded unital module over H��X��
So � � a � a and � � �� � a� � �� � �� � a� �We adopt the convention to denote
homology classes by Latin letters and cohomology classes by Greek letters�� If
X is path connected� then H��X� � Z� and the usual pairing of homology with
cohomology can be written as

h � i � Hk�X��Hk�X�
���H��X� �Z�

The universal coe�cient theorem for cohomology implies that this pairing is perfect
if we mod out the torsion�

The preceding notions are functorial� if f � X � Y is a continuous map of
spaces� then

f� � H��Y �� H��X�

is a homomorphism of graded�commutative unital rings� and

f� � H��X�� H��Y �

is homomorphism of H��Y ��modules� So

f��f�� � a� � � � f�a�

Now let M be a compact m�manifold which is oriented by means of an orien�
tation ��fundamental� class M � � Hm�M�� Then

�M � � Hk�M�� Hm�k�M�

��
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is an isomorphism �Poincar�e duality�� This gives rise to the intersection pairing

Hm�k�M��Hk�M� 	� Hk�M��Hk�M�
h � i��Z� �a� b� �� a 
 b�

Suppose now that P is another compact oriented manifold� of dimension p and let
f � M � P be continuous� Put c �� p �m� De�ne the Gysin homomorphism as
the composite

f� � H
k�M�

PD	� Hm�k�M�
f���Hm�k�P �

PD	� Hk
c�P ��

This map is adjoint to f� in the sense that

f�� 
 � � � 
 f���

�We could have de�ned f� this way if we were working with rational coe�cients��
The map f� is also a H��P ��homomorphism�

f��f
�� � �� � � � f���

We will only need the special case � � ��

f�f
�� � � � f�����

The class f���� � Hc�P � is easy to understand geometrically in case f is an embed�
ding� it is then represented by the cocycle which assigns to an M �tranversal c�chain
its intersection product with M � The Gysin maps behave well under transversal
restriction� and are functorial with respect to compositions� This implies for in�
stance� that if i� � M� � P and i� �M� � P are mutually transversal submanifolds
with intersection i �M � P � then

i���� � i������ i������

The corresponding dual notion is

f � � Hk�P �
PD	� Hp�k�P �

f���Hp�k�M�
PD	� Hk�c�M��

which is adjoint to f�� We have

f��� � f �z� � ����cf���� � z�

so that in particular

f�f �z � ����cf����� z�

This �nishes our review of this bit of algebraic topology�
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We �rst illustrate these notions by means of a simple example� If i � H � P
is a hyperplane� then we have de�ned iH���� � H��P�� Since all such hyperplane
sections are isotopic� this class does not depend of the choice H � it is called the
hyperplane class� and we shall denote it by ��

����� Lemma� Let iZ � Z � P be a linear subspace of codimension k� Then
iZ���� � �k�

Proof� For k � � there is nothing to prove� We proceed with induction on k� and
assume k � �� Then Z is of the form Z� �H � where Z� is of codimension k � �� it
follows that

iZ���� � iZ����� iH��� � �k�� � � � �k�

�

Remarks� �� It is well�known that H��P� is additively generatered by �� �� � � ��n�
�� If X � P is a closed smooth subvariety and Z � X is an X�transversal

codimension k linear subspace� and i � X�Z � X the corresponding linear section�
then the preceding lemma implies that i���� � �kX � where �X is the restriction of �
to X �

�	�	� We return to the situation studied in the previous lecture� where we are
given P� X � X� � Y � Recall that for every extended thimble �e���� its boundary
is an embedded sphere in X�� If we pick an orientation of the thimble� then its
boundary gets also orientated� and may thus be regarded as an �n����cycle on X��
This is called a vanishing cycle� The submodule of Hn���X�� generated by these
cycles is called the vanishing homology �of the pair �X�X���� we shall denote it by
V � Put

�u� �u� � ����e���� ��e����� �X�X���

and look at the commutative diagram below�

��Hn��e���� �e����
���� ��

�Hn�����e���
� u� �u� �

Hn�X�X��
���� Hn���X � ���

The vanishing homology is just the image of the right vertical arrow �u�� It follows
from ������ that the left vertical arrow u� is surjective� Since the upper boundary
map is an isomorphism� it follows that V is equal to the image of the lower boundary
map� In particular� V only depends on the pair �X�X���

Now consider the diagram

Hn�X�X��
���� Hn���X��

i��� Hn���X� �� �
jj

Hn���X��
i��� Hn
��X�

PD �	� PD �	�
Hn�X�X��

���� Hn���X��
i��� Hn���X� �� ��
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The upper and lower rows are exact �the zeroes in these sequences come from the
vanishing of Hn���X�X�� and Hn���X�X���� We see that V � ker�i��� We de�ne
the invariant homology �of the pair �X�X��� as the image of i� � Hn
��X� �
Hn���X��� These are the classes which are representable as intersections of X�

with X��transversal �n� ���cycles on X �

����� Lemma� A class in Hn���X�� is invariant i� its intersection product with
every vanishing cycle is zero�

Proof� Let V � denote the set of classes in Hn���X�� whose intersection product
with every vanishing cycle is zero� Since i� is the adjoint of i� the image of i� and
the perp of ker i� coincide after tensoring with Q� This means that I � V � and
that the quotient is torsion� But this quotient can be identi�ed with a subgroup of
Hn�X�X��� which� by ������� is torsion free� So I � V �� �

���	� Proposition� The following six properties are equivalent�
�� VQ � IQ � ��
�� Hn���X��Q� � VQ � IQ �
	� VQ is a nondegenerate subspace of Hn���X��Q��

� IQ is a nondegenerate subspace of Hn���X��Q��
�� i� maps IQ isomorphically onto Hn���X �Q��
�� i�i� � Hn
��X �Q�� Hn���X �Q� is an isomorphism�

Proof� The mutual equivalence of the �rst four properties is elementary�
To see that ��� � ���� observe that dimHn���X �Q� � dim IQ �see the large

diagram in �	�	��� Then note that VQ � IQ is the kernel of i�jIQ
Finally� i�jIQ is an isomorphism i� i�i� is� �

���
� theorem �Hard Lefschetz theorem�� The equivalent assertions of the pre�
ceding proposition are all true�

Lefschetz asserted this theorem in his famous monograph l�Analysis Situs et la

G�eometrie Algebrique ����
�� It is called this way� because no one has been able
to understand his �geometric� proof� The �rst accepted proof was not geometric�
but analytic in character �based on the harmonic representation of the complex
cohomology�� and is largely due to Hodge� Another proof was given in the seven�
ties by Deligne ��� He �rst proves it for varieties de�ned over a �nite �eld� and
then invokes a comparison theorem to pass to the characteristic zero case� It is
geometric� but in a rather roundabout way� In this course we shall follow a third
approach �mainly due to P� Deligne� S� Zucker and M� Saito� which uses a mixture
of geometric and analytic tools� It has the advantage that it is prototypical for a
generalization to the case of singular varieties �with intersection homology replacing
homology�� In the remainder of this lecture we derive some consequences of the
hard Lefschetz theorem �we indicate this dependence by an asterisk��

����� Theorem�� For k � �� the maps

�kX� � Hn
k�X �Q�� Hn�k�X �Q�� �kX� � Hn�k�X �Q�� Hn
k�X �Q�
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are isomorphisms�

In more geometric terms� intersecting �n � k��cycles on X transversally with
a �xed codimension k linear subspace of P de�nes an isomorphism of Hn
k�X �Q�
onto Hn�k�X �Q��

Proof� The second assertion follows from the �rst by applying Poincar�e duality�
so we only need to prove the �rst assertion� For this we choose transversal linear
sections X� � X� � X of dimension n� k resp� n� k� �� Name the inclusions as
follows� i � X� � X�� i� � X� � X � i� � i�i � X� � X � Then �kX � i������ and so
�kX� � i������ � i��i�� � i��i�i�i��� If we compose i�� � Hn
k�X�� Hn�k
��X�� on
both sides with the Poincar�e duality isomorphisms we get by de�nition the natural
map i�� � Hn�k�X� � Hn�k�X��� and ������ implies that this is an isomorphism�
Similarly� ����� implies that i�� � Hn�k�X�� � Hn�k�X� is an isomorphism� It
remains to see that i�i� is an isomorphism� at least if we tensor with Q� But this
is just equivalent to the hard Lefschetz theorem for X� and its hyperplane section
X��� �

Let us simply write Hr for Hr�X�Q� and � for �X � De�ne for k � � a bilinear
���n�k�symmetric form on Hn�k by

# � Hn�k �Hn�k � Q� #��� �� �� h� � � � �k� X �i�

The preceding theorem implies that # is nondegenerate� Note also that �� �
Hn�k�� � Hn�k respects this form� so that its image will be a nondegenerate
subspace�

We now de�ne the primitive cohomology �resp� primitive homology� by

Pn�k�X� � � ker��k
�� � Hn�k � Hn
k
���

Pn
k�X� � � ker��k
�� � Hn
k � Hn�k����

����� Lemma�� Pn�k�X� is the perp of � �Hn�k�� with respect to #
 in partic�
ular� it is a nondegenerate subspace of Hn�k�

Proof� Let � � Hn�k � Then � � Pn�k�X� � � � �k
� � � � � � �k
� � � � �
for all � � Hn�k�� � #��� � � �� � � for all � � Hn�k��� �

����� Corollary� �Lefschetz decomposition�� We have a natural isomorphism of
Q���modules

H��X �Q�	� �n
k��P

n�k�X������k
���

This decomposition is orthogonal with respect to #�

Proof� In view of �	� � it su�ces to show that for � � q � n we have an orthogonal
decomposition

HqX �Q� � P q�X� � �� � P q���X��� ��� � P q���X�� � 
 
 


But this follows easily from the preceding lemma� �
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Remark� The endomorphism of H��X �Q� de�ned by �X� is often denoted by L�
If B is the endomorphism of H��X �Q� which multiplies classes in degree q by n�q�
then it is easily checked that L�B� � ��L� The Lefschetz decomposition implies
the existence and uniqueness of an operator $ of degree �� with the property that
$� L� � B� This means that the Q�span of L�B and $ is closed under the bracket�
and that as a Lie algebra it is isomorphic to sl��Q� via

$�
	
� �
� �



B �

	
� �
� ��



L�

	
� �
�� �



�

Thus H��X �Q� becomes a representation space of sl��Q�� The summands of the
Lefschetz decomposition are just its isotypical components� the subrepresentation
generated by any nonzero a � Pn�k�X� is irreducible of dimension k � � �and
equal to the span of a� � � a� � � ��kX �X a�� It is not known whether there exists an
algebro�geometric de�nition for $ as there is for L �more precisely� the question is
whether $ can de�ned by an algebraic cycle on X � X�� One of Grothendieck�s
%standard� conjectures asserts that this should be the case�
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�
��� Suppose we are given a locally trivial map of topological spaces f � E �
B� If � � �� ��� B is a path from p � B to q � B� then the pull�back ��E � �� ��
is also locally trivial� A �nite number of local trivializations of this map cover �� ��
and they can be composed to give a global trivialisation� This de�nes a continuous
family of homeomorphisms fht � Ep � E	�t�g��t�� such that h� is the identity�
The family is not unique� but the isotopy class of each ht is� In particular� we
get a well�de�ned isotopy class of homeomorphisms Ep � Eq� Changing � within
its homotopy class �modulo its end points�� does not change this isotopy class�
Furthermore� composition of homotopy classes of paths corresponds to composition
of isotopy classes� In particular� we get a homomorphism from the fundamental
group 	��B� p� to the group of isotopy classes of self�homeomorphisms of Ep �we
adopt the convention that the product uv in 	��B� p� stands for� traverse �rst v�
then u�� This homomorphism is called the geometric monodromy of f relative
p� Isotopy classes of of self�homeomorphisms of Ep act on the homology and the
cohomology of Ep� The ensueing representation of 	��B� p� on Hk�Ep� or Hk�Ep�
is called the monodromy representation �of f relative p��

Let us now consider the special case that B is the unit circle S�� So if F
denotes the �ber E�� then we can �nd a continuous family of homeomorphisms
fh
 � F � Eexp�

p��
�g��
��� � such that h� is the identity and h �� h�� represents

the geometric monodromy corresponding to the natural generator of 	��S
�� p�� in

this case we will simply refer to h as the geometric monodromy of f �
Suppose now that we are given a subspace �E � E plus a trivialisation u �

�E � �F of f j �E� Assume that the local trivialisations of f can be chosen to be
compatible with u� Such local trivialisations will yield an h which is the identity
on �F � Its relative isotopy class relative �F is again independent of choices� This
relative isotopy class remains unaltered if we move u inside the same homotopy
class of trivialisations� There is now a well�de�ned action of h on the long exact
�co�homology sequence of the pair �F� �F �� But we can extract �ner homological

information out of h� if z is a k�chain on F whose boundary is supported by �F �
then h��z� has the same boundary as z� so that h��z�� z is a k�cycle� This induces
a homomorphism

var�h�� � Hk�F� �F �� Hk�F ��

��
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called the variation homomorphism� It determines the action of h on both Hk�F �

and Hk�F� �F �� for if j� � Hk�F �� Hk�F� �F � is the natural map� then these actions
are given by var�h��j� and j�var�h�� respectively�

�
��� Now let us go back to the model f � B � D of the quadratic function
introduced in ���
�� In the discussion that follows we are more concerned with the
�bers of f then with its total space� which is why we �nd it convenient to let n
denote the �ber dimension �so that B has complex dimension n� ��� We will also

assume that n � �� Recall that f j �B is trivial� A trivialisation of f j �B is unique up to
homotopy �because D is contractible�� and so we have a well�de�ned isotopy class

of trivialisations of �B�D � �D� The map �B�D � �B�D� � �D is a locally trivial
�bration of manifolds with boundary� and local trivialisations can be chosen to be
compatible with a given trivialisation of �B�D � �D� So the preceding discussion
applies to this situation and we �nd a geometric monodromy h � B� � B� which

is the identity on �B� � In ���
� we constructed a di�eomorphism of B� onto the
unit disk bundle of the n�sphere� Via this di�eomorphism one can give an explicit
representative of h �cf� Lamotke ����� but we shall not do this here� We content
ourselves with a formula for the associated variation homomorphism� If we orient
the thimble e� we get an orientation of its boundary� we denote the corresponding
�vanishing� cycle by & and its class in Hn�B�� by &�� With respect to the natural
orientation of the tangent bundle of Sn� the self�intersection of its zero�section is
just the Euler characteristic of Sn� i�e�� ������n� A short computation shows that

the di�eomorphism of B� onto the unit disk bundle in TSn has degree ���� ��n�n��� �
so that

&� 
 &� � ���� ��n�n����� � ����n��

It is clear thatHk�B�� is trivial for k �� �� n and is freely generated by &� for k � n�
Let &� be an n�chain on B� which under the di�eomorphism corresponds to a �bre
of the unit disk bundle over Sn� and is oriented in such a way that & 
&� � � �the
dot product is here taken with respect to the complex orientation of B��� We let

&�� denote its class in Hn�B�� �B��� We have Hk�B�� �B�� 	� H�n�k��B�� and so
this group is zero for k �� n� �n� and is freely generated by &�� for k � n� So the

variation homomorphism var�h�� � Hk�B�� �B�� � Hk�B�� is necessarily trivial for
k �� n� For k � n it must map &�� to a scalar multiple of &�� The coe�cient was
computed by Lefschetz�

����� Proposition� var�h��&�� � ����� ��n�n��� &��

Now let us put ourselves in a situation comparible to that of lemma ������ we
assume we are given a space Z containing B and a continuous mapping F � Z � D
extending f � It is assumed that the pair � �Z �� Z � �B � �B�� �B� is locally trivial
over D� We further assume that the situation is reasonable� we want the inclusion
�B�� �B�� � �Z�� �Z�� to be excisive� Since F is locally trivial over �D� there is
de�ned a geometric monodromy � � Z� � Z�� We can �and will� take it to be h on

B� and the identity on �Z� �
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����� Corollary �The Picard�Lefschetz formula�s�� The monodromy � acts on the
cohomology of Z� as the identity in degrees �� n
 in degree n it is given by

���a� � a� ���� ��n�n����� 
 a�� resp� ����� � � � ���� ��n�n���h�� �i���

where � � Hn�Z�� denotes the class of & in Hn�Z��� and �
� � Hn�Z�� is the class

that assigns to a &�transversal n�cycle z the value & 
 z�

Proof� We can factorize �� � � as follows�

Hk�Z��� Hk�Z�� �Z�� 	� Hk�B�� �B��
var�h���� Hk�B��� Hk�Z���

where the extremal maps are the natural ones� Since var�h�� is trivial in degree
k �� n� it follows that �� is the identity in these degrees� Now let a � Hn�Z��� Its

image in Hk�B� � �B�� will be multiple � of &��� Using &� 
 &�� � �� we see that
� � &� 
 �&�� � � 
 a� According to �
��� the image of &�� in Hn�Z�� is equal to

����� ��n�n����� The formula for �� now follows� The proof of the formula for ��

is similar� �

�
��� In the case that Z is part of a complex �n � ���manifold� then the dot
product on H�Z�� is preserved by the monodromy �for � respects the complex
orientation�� This dot product is symmetric for even n and skew for odd n� When
n is even� �� � � �� �in particular� � is not a torsion class� and �� is the re'ection
with respect to � relative the dot product� When n is odd� the dot product is skew
and �� is a symplectic transvection� in this case it could happen that � is torsion�

�
��� It is not di�cult to deduce from our assumptions that Z� � Z is a
deformation retract� We also know that Z� � e � Z is a deformation retract� so

that Hk�Z� Z�� 	� Hk�e� �e� 	� �Hk����e� is trivial for k �� n � � and free of rank
one for for k � n �in that case� &� determines a generator�� If we substitute this
in the exact sequence of the pair �Z� Z�� we get�

Hk�Z�� 	� Hk�Z� 	� Hk�Z��� for k �� n� n� ��

and an exact sequence

�� Hn
��Z��� Hn
��Z���Z� Hn�Z��� Hn�Z��� ��

The image of the generator of Zin Hn�Z�� is �� It follows that Hn�Z��Q� can be
identi�ed with the cokernel of �� � Hn�Z��Q� � Hn�Z��Q�� This is the largest
quotient of Hn�Z��Q� on which �� acts trivially� and is for that reason called the
space of co�invariants of � in Hn�Z��Q��

We now distinguish two cases according to whether � is torsion�

The usual case� �Q �� �� Then we have a short exact sequence

�� Q�� Hn�Z��Q�� Hn�Z��Q�� ��
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and Hn
��Z��Q�	� Hn
��Z��Q�� So H��Z��Q� can be identi�ed with the space of
��co�invariants in H��Z��Q�

The special case� �Q � �� This can only happen when n is odd� Then Hn�Z��Q�	� Hn�Z��Q� and we have a short exact sequence

�� Hn
��Z��Q�� Hn
��Z��Q�� Hn
��e� �e�Q�� �

There is parallel cohomological discussion which we do not bother to explicate�
For instance�

Hk�Z�� 	� Hk�Z� 	� Hk�Z��� for k �� n� n� ��

and Hn�Z��Q� can be identi�ed with the space of ��invariants in Hn�Z��Q��

�
� � We can now explain why in �	�	� the image of i� was called the invariant

homology� Let in the situation of ��� � ����� � Hn���X�� be the class de�ned
by an orientation of ��e���� Put U �� L � X�� and let ���� be the loop in U
based at � that traverses �rst "��� from � to ����� next encircles ���� along �D���
in the counter clockwise direction and then goes back again to � via "���� The
monodromy along ���� can only be nontrivial in degree n� and in that degree it

is given by a �� a � ������ 
 a������� So a is invariant under all these monodromy

transformations i� �����
a � � for all �� This in turn� is according to �	�
� equivalent
to� a � I � Notice that the images of these loops in 	��U� �� generate the latter� so
we may restate the preceding by saying that I is the set of classes in Hn���X��
that are left invariant by the monodromy action of 	��U� ���

We mention two other properties equivalent to those of �	���� The proofs are
not di�cult� but we won�t discuss them here �they can be found for instance in the
U� of U��notes��

����� Proposition� Each of the properties of ����	 is also equivalent to
�� VC is a simple representation of 	��U� �� �i�e�� VC has no nonzero proper

	��U� ���invariant subspace	 and is not the one�dimensional trivial repre�
sentation� or

�� Hn���X�� C � is a semi�simple representation of 	��U� �� �this means that
every 	��U� ���invariant subspace of Hn���X�� C � has a 	��U� ���invariant
complement	�

Remark� One can show that for d � � su�ciently large� in any general Lefschetz
pencil of degree d�hypersurface sections ofX the special case of �
��� does not occur
�see P� Deligne� Lemme 	�	� in Expos�e XV of ���� �Perhaps we should point out
that a degree d�hypersurface section ofX becomes a hyperplane section if we embed
X in a higher dimensional projective space by means of the d�fold Veronese map��



LECTURE ��
The Leray spectral sequence of a Lefschetz �bration

����� We begin with a de�nition� Let M be a locally contractible space� A
local system over M is a sheaf on M of �nite dimensional Q�vector spaces which is
locally constant� Local systems are closed under taking pull�back and the binary
operations � and Hom� In particular� if F is a local system� then so is its dual
F� �� Hom�F �QM��

If � � �� ���M is a path from p to q� then ��F is locally constant and hence
constant� This determines an isomorphism

h	 � Fp 	� ���F�� 	� H���� ��� ��F� 	� ���F�� 	� Fq�

This isomorphism only depends on the homotopy class of �� and behaves in the
expected manner with respect to composition and inverses of paths� So if M is path
connected and p is a base point� then we have a representation of 	��M� p� on the
stalk Fp� Conversely� a representation of 	��M� p� on a �nite dimensional Q�vector

space F determines a local system as follows� let �M �M be the universal covering
relative p with its action of 	��M� p� as deck transformations� and let 	��M� p� act

on F � �M diagonally �we give F the discrete topology�� The orbit space is then the
geometric realization of a local system on M � These two constructions are inverses
of each other �up to a natural isomorphism�� so that after a choice of base point p�
giving a local system on M is essentially the same thing as a giving representation
of 	��M� p� on a �nite dimensional Q�vector space�

Examples of local systems arise as follows� Let f � Z �M be a map of spaces
The q�th direct image �of the constant sheaf QZ on Z� is the sheaf associated to
the presheaf

U
open� M �� Hq�f��U �Q�

One denotes this sheaf by Rqf�QZ� Since M is locally contractible� we have that
the stalk at p �M is just

�Rqf�QZ�p � lim
Up

Hq�f��U �Q�	� Hq�Zp�Q��

��
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If f happens to be locally trivial� then this sheaf is locally constant� and if moreover
the �bres have �nite qth Betti number� then we actually have a local system�

����� In the remainder of this lecture� we let C be a compact connected smooth
curve and S � C a �nite subset� We denote C � S by U and name the inclusions
i � S � C and j � U � C� We also choose a base point � � C and we put
	� �� 	��U� ���

Suppose F is a local system on U � The direct image j�F restricted to U is F
again� If s � S and D is small disk in C about s� and � is the loop that traverses
�D once in the positive direction �starting and ending in some � � �D�� then we
have isomorphisms

j�Fs

���H��D� j�F�


���H���D� j�F�

����F��	 �

The following lemma gives a relatively concrete interpretation of the cohomol�
ogy groups of j�F � �Since C has real dimension two� its cohomology groups in
degree � � vanish��

�	��� Lemma� We have natural isomorphisms

H��j�F� 	� �F���� �
H��j�F� 	� im�H�

c �U�F � H��U�F��

H��j�F� 	� �F���� �

where Hk
c �U�F� denotes cohomology with compact support� and the natural pairings

Hk�j�F��H��k�j�F��� H��C�Q�	� Q

are perfect �k � �� �� �	�

Proof� We have H��j�F� � H��U�F� and it is not di�cult to see that the re�
striction map H��U�F� � F� is an isomorphism onto �F���� � We next invoke a
standard exact sequence�


 
 
 � Hk���S� i�j�F�� Hk
c �U�F�� Hk�j�F�� Hk�S� i�j�F�� 
 
 
 �

Since i�j�F is a sheaf on the discrete set S it has no higher cohomology� and so
H�
c �U�F�	� H��j�F�� Poincar�e duality for F implies that

Hk�U�F���H��k
c �U�F�� H�

c �U�Q�	� Q ���

is a perfect pairing� Since H��U�F�� 	� H��j�F��� it follows that the pairing in the
lemma is perfect for k � �� Applying these assertions to F� yields the description
of H��j�F� plus the assertion that the pairing is perfect for k � ��
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It remains to do the case k � �� The exact sequence above gives a surjection

H�
c �U�F�� H��j�F�� ���

The Leray spectral sequence of �j�F��

Ep�q
� �� Hp�C�Rqj�F�� Hp
q�U�F�

gives an injection

H��j�F�� H��U�F�� �	�

The composite of ��� and �	� is the natural map� and yields the description of
H��j�F�� Finally� the homomorphism H�

c �j�F�� H��j�F� equals minus its trans�
pose with respect to the Poincar�e pairing ���� Elementary linear algebra then
implies that the Poincar�e pairing induces a nondegenerate form on the image of
this homomorphism� �

���
� Let now be given a closed irreducible subvariety Z of C�Pof dimension
n�� � � with the property that the projection f � Z � C has all its critical points
nondegenerate and with distinct values� We let S be its set of critical values� We
abbreviate Rkf�QZ by Rk� so that for every t � C the stalk Rk

t can be identi�ed
with Hk�Zt�Q�� Since f is locally trivial over U � its restriction j�Rk� is a local
system�

As for any sheaf on C� there is a natural homomorphism

Rk � j�j�Rk�

Over U this is clearly an isomorphism� so let us explicate this homomorphism on
the stalk at some s � S� Choose a small disk D about s� � � �D� and � as before�
Then the homomorphism Rk

s � j�j�Rk
s corresponds to the map

Hk�Zs�Q�	� Hk�ZD�Q�� Hk�Z��Q�
	�

We encountered this map in �
���� we showed there that it is an isomorphism for
k �� n� �� and that for k � n� � it is either an isomorphism �the usual case� or a
surjection with one�demensional kernel �the special case�� We conclude�

�	�	� Lemma� The natural homomorphism Rk � j�j�Rk is an isomorphism for
k �� n � �� and for k � n � � it is surjective with kernel a �skyscraper	 sheaf K
whose support is a subset of S�

Notice thatRk � j�j�Rk induces an isomorphism on cohomology in positve de�
gree� The following theorem is essentially due to Deligne and Grothendieck �Thms�
��� and ����! of Expos�e XVIII in ����
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�	�
� Theorem� If the hard Lefschetz theorem holds for the smooth �ber Z� of f �
�relative its embedding in P	� then the rational Leray spectral sequence

Ep�q
� �� Hp�C�Rq�� Hp
q�Z�Q�

of f �with rational cocients	 degenerates and the natural map Rn
� � j�j�Rn
�

has a canonical section�

In somewhat more concrete terms� this means the following� the rational coho�
mology of Z comes with a natural �ltration� the Leray �ltration�

� � F �
fH

��Z�Q�� F �
fH

��Z�Q�� F �
fH

��Z�Q� � H��Z�Q�

and the theorem says that we have natural isomorphisms

GrkFfH
��Z�Q�	� Hk�C�R��k�� k � �� �� ��

The subspace F �
fH

k�Z�Q� of Hk�Z�Q� can be made explicit� the composite

Hk�Z�Q�� F �
fH

k�Z�Q�

	� H��C�Rk��� 	� H��C� j�j�Rk��� 	� Hk���Z��Q��� � H��Z��Q�

is just the Gysin homomorphism of Z� � Z� so that F �
fH

k�Z�Q� is the image of
this Gysin homomorphism� Similarly� the composite

Hk�Z�Q�� Gr�FfH
k�Z�Q�

	� H��C�Rk�� H��C� j�j�Rk� 	� H��Z��Q�
�� � Hk�Z��Q�

is given by restriction�

Proof of the theorem� Since Ep�q
� � � unless p � �� �� �� we only need to show

that

d� � H
��Rq� � E��q

� � E��q��
� � H��Rq���

is the trivial map �q � �� �� � � ���
Let �Z � H��Z� be the pull�back of the hyperplane class of P� Taking the cup

product with this class de�nes a sheaf�homomorphism

L � Rk � Rk
��

Since L is already de�ned on the cochain level �for the cup product is�� it will
commute with the di�erentials of the spectral sequence� By assumption� Lk �
Rn�k � Rn
k is an isomorphism at � �k � ��� Since this homomorphism is locally
constant on U � this is in fact true over U � So if we introduce the primitive sheaves

Pn�k �� ker�Lk
� � j�Rn�k � j�Rn
k
���
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we get a Lefschetz decomposition

j�R� 	�
M
k��

QL���Lk
���Pn�k � ���

This gives us the natural section of Rn
� � j�j�Rn
�� namely

j�j�Rn
�
L��

	� j�j�Rn�� 	� Rn�� L�Rn
�

It also follows that d��n�k� � H��Rn�k�� H��Rn�k��� kills the subspace H��Pn�k�
� H��j�j�Rn�k� � H��Rn�k��� for clearly Lk
�d��n�k� � d��n�k� Lk
� does so and

Lk
� � H��Rn�k��� 	� H��j�j�Rn�k���
Lk��

	� H��j�j�Rn
k
�� 	� H��Rn
k
���

If view of the Lefschetz decomposition ��� and the fact that d� and L commute� it
follows that d� is zero except possibly

d��n
�� � H��Rn
�� � E��n
�
� � E��n��

� � H��Rn� 	� H��j�j�Rn��

We deal with this case by invoking Poincar�e duality on both Z and the smooth �bers
of f � The kth Betti number of Z is given by dimE��k

� �dimE��k��
� �dimE��k��

� � If
�p� q� �� ��� n� ��� ��� n� ��� then dimEp�q� � dimEp�q

� � dimHp�j�j�Rq�� whereas

dimE��n��� � coker d��n
�� � By Poincar�e duality the nth and �n���nd Betti number
of Z are equal� Writing this out gives

dimH��j�j�Rn��dimH��j�j�Rn��� � dimH��j�j�Rn���

� dimH��j�j�Rn
�� � dimH���j�j�Rn
�� � dim cokerd��n
�� �

Poincar�e duality on the smooth �bers of f implies that j�Rn
k can be identi�
�ed with the dual of j�Rn�k � so that by ����� the spaces H��j�j�Rn
k� and
H��j�j�Rn�k� can be regarded as each others dual� In particular� they have the
same dimension� Since L � j�Rn�� � j�Rn
� is an isomorphism� we also have
dimH��j�j�Rn��� � dimH��j�j�Rn
��� If we feed this in the displayed equality�

we �nd that dim coker d��n
�� � dimH��j�j�Rn�� Hence d��n
�� is the zero map�
�

It follows from previous theorem that Gr�FfH
n
��Z�Q�	� H��Rn
�� is canon�

ically isomorphic to the direct sum of H��K� and HO�j�j�Rn
�� so that there is
a natural surjection Gr�FfH

n
��Z�Q�� H��K�� Compose this surjection with the

evident projection

H��Z�Q�� Hn
��Z�Q�� Gr�FfH
n
��Z�Q��
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and denote the kernel by �H��Z�Q� �so �Hk�Z�Q� � Hk�Z�Q� if k �� n � ��� This
subspace is invariant under the operator L� Let F k

f
�H��Z�Q� �� F k

fH
��Z�Q� �

�H��Z�Q�� Then for all k and m we have

GrkFf
�Hm�Z�Q�	� Hk�j�j�Rm�k��

�	��� Proposition� The subspace �H��Z�Q� of H��Z�Q� is nondegenerate with
respect to Poincar�e duality� so that its perp �which is a subspace of Hn
��Z�Q�	
projects isomorphically onto H��K�� Moreover� the �ltration F �f

�H��Z�Q� is self�

dual� in the sense that F �
f
�H��Z�Q� and F �

f
�H��Z�Q� are each others annihilator�

Proof� The Leray �ltration on H��Z�Q� respects the cup product in the sense
that F k

f � F l
f � F k
l

f � So F �
f and F �

f are perpendicular to each other with respect
to Poincar�e duality� This implies that Poincar�e duality induces pairings

GrkFf
�Hm�Z�Q�� Gr��kFf

�H�n
��m�Z�Q�� Q�

We must show that these are perfect� But this follows from the fact that this is
just the Poincar�e duality map

Hk�j�j�Rm��H��k�j�j�R�n�m�� Q

of lemma ������ �

���!� At this point we need the basic results of Hodge theory� We shall give a
very brief review� good surveys �and much more� can be found in ����

Giving a Hodge structure of weight w � Zon a �nite dimensional Q�vector
space H is simply giving a decomposition of its complexi�cion� HC � �p
q�wH

p�q

with the property that Hp�q � Hq�p� �Here p and q run over the integers�� This
is equivalent to giving a descending �ltration F � � 
 
 
F p � F p
� 
 
 
 of HC which

begins with H and ends with f�g such that F p�F
w
��p � HC is an isomorphism

for all p� we call this the Hodge �ltration of the Hodge structure� �One passes

from one set of data to the other by means of the relations F p � �p��pHp��w�p�

and Hp�w�p � F p � F
w�p

�� There is an evident notion of a morphism of Hodge
structures 
 � H � �H � we want that 
 maps Hp�q to �Hp�q� this is equivalent to
the apparently weaker condition that 
�F p� � �F p for all p� provided that the two
Hodge structures have the same weight� There is also the more general notion of
a morphism of bidegree �r� r�� whose de�nition you will guess� Practically all the
familiar operations with vector spaces have their analogue for Hodge structures� for
the category of Hodge structures is abelian and comes with the binary operations
Hom and ��

A very simple Hodge structure of dimension one is the one�dimensional rational
vector space �	

p��Q whose complexi�cation C has been given bidegree ��������
This is called the Tate Hodge structure and is denoted Q���� Note that complex
conjugation acts on it as minus the identity� More generally� Q�k�� k � Z� is the
vector space ��	

p���kQ with bidegree ��k��k�� so that Q�k��Q�l�	� Q�k� l��
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If we twist a weight m�Hodge structure H with Q�k�� H�k� �� H �Q�k�� then the
result is a weight �m�k��Hodge structure� the underlying complex space looks the
same� and is the same if we are prepared to �x a square root of ��� But this one
often wants to avoid� and for this reason Tate Hodge structures help us to do the
bookkeeping of weights and the action of Gal�C jR��

Given a Hodge structure of weight w H � then the Weil operator J � HC � HC

is de�ned as multiplication by
p��p�q on Hp�q� This operator commutes with

complex conjugation� so is real� A polarization of H is a morphism of Hodge
structures � � H �H � Q��w� such that

�� � is ���w�symmetric and
�� ��� �� �� ���� J�� is a positive Hermitean form�

The basic results due to Hodge assert among other things the following� if X
is a projective manifold �of dimension n� say�� then Hw�X �Q� carries a functorial
Hodge structure of weight w� The operator L � �X� of lecture �	� is actually a
morphism of Hodge structures Hw�X� � Hw
��X����� In particular� the coho�
mology group of top degree H�n�X �Q� is canonically isomorphic to Q��n�� If one
de�nes Pn�k�X� and # as in that lecture(one does not need the hard Lefschetz
theorem to make these de�nitions(then � �� ��	

p���w# is a polarization up to
sign� This� of course� implies the nondegeneracy of # and hence the hard Lefschetz
theorem�

Gri�ths found that if X varies in a holomorphic� C� locally trivial family of
projective manifolds Xt� then the Hodge structures on Hw�Xt�Q� have some re�
markable properties concerning their dependence on t� This motivated the following
de�nition�

Let M be a complex manifold� A variation of Hodge structure �VHS� of weight
w on M is going to be a local system H on M plus a Hodge structure of weight w
on every stalk Hx that varies in a nice way� Here %nice� means�

�� the Hodge �ltration varies holomorphically� i�e�� we are given a �ltration of
OM � H by locally free OM �submodules F� which induce in each stalk a
Hodge structure of weight m�

�� the Hodge �ltration does not vary too much� if H is trivial over an open
connected U �M � so that F�jU can be thought of as a holomorphic family
fF �t gt�U of �ltrations ofH �� H��U �H�� then for any a holomorphic section
s of FpjU � given as t �� s�t� � F p

t � the derivative of s at t � U maps inside

F p��
t �

Now if Z � M � P is a closed complex submanifold such that the projection
f � Z � M is C� locally trivial� then it is a fact that the higher direct images
Rwf�QZ come naturally with a variation of Hodge structure of weight m�

A polarization of a VHS H of weight w is a homomorphism of local systems
H �H � QM��w� which induces on every stalk a polarization as above�

A key result in the abstract theory of variations of Hodge structure is the
following theorem� due to Deligne �cases k � �� �� and Zucker �case k � ���

�	��� Theorem� Let j � U � C be as before� and let H be a polarized variation of
Hodge structure of weight w over U � Then the cohomology group Hk�j�H� carries
a canonical polarized Hodge structure of weight m� k� For k � �� the polarization
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arises from the isomorphism H��j�H� 	� �H���� and the polarization on H�� for k �
� the polarization is similarly de�ned �it comes from the isomorphism H��j�H� 	�
�H��������	 and for k � � it is given by H��j�H��H��j�H�� H��C�QC��w�� 	�
Q��w� ���

This theorem implies that for every t � U �H��
t is a Hodge substructure ofHt� is

constant in t �as a Hodge structure�� and is nondegenerate relative the polarization�
In view of property of �
� of �	��� and the interpretation �
� �� we could regard this
as an abstract version of the hard Lefschetz theorem�

We will also need the more general notion of mixed Hodge structure� A mixed
Hodge structure on a �nite dimensional Q�vector space H consists of two �ltra�
tions� one increasing �ltration W� on H which begins with f�g and ends with H
�the weight �ltration� and a decreasing �ltration F � of HC �the Hodge �ltration�
which induces on every quotient Wm�Wm�� a Hodge structure F ��Wm�Wm��� of
weight m �here F p�Wm�Wm��� is the image of F p �Wm�C �� Given mixed Hodge
structures �H�W�� F �� and ��H��W���F ��� then a morphism between them is sim�
ply a homomorphism 
 � H � �H which sends Wm to �Wm and F p to �F p� It is
not�so�trivial fact from linear algebra that this de�nes an abelian category�

The raison d�)etre of this de�nition is the theorem of Deligne which asserts
that for every complex�algebraic variety X of �nite type� Hk�X �Q� comes with
a functorial mixed Hodge structure having W�� � � and W�k � Hk�X �Q�� if X
is smooth resp� compact� then we even have Wk��Hk�X �Q� � � resp� Wk �
Hk�X �Q�� He also proved such results for local cohomology groups� as long as they
can be de�ned algebraically�

������ We return to our general Lefschetz pencil f � �X � L� where X has
dimension n � �� We wish to determine the implications of theorem ����� and ��� �
for H��X �Q�� We �rst show that H��X �Q� is a direct summand of H�� �X�Q��

�	���� Lemma� We a have a natural isomorphism

H�� �X�Q�	� H��X �Q�� H����Y �Q�����

of duality spaces� �The Tate twist ���� changes the sign of Poincar�e pairing of
H��Y �Q��	

Proof� The projection 	 � � �X� �Y � � �X� Y � induces a morphism of long exact
cohomology sequences� This morphism induces an isomorphism on the relative
cohomology groups �for 	 is a relative homeomorphism�� whereas the induced

map 	� � Hk�Y � � Hk� �Y � � Hk�Y � L� is injective with cokernel isomorphic
to Hk���Y � �by the K�unneth formula�� This gives us the a short exact sequence

�� H��X �Q�
����H�� �X�Q�� Hk���Y �Q�� O�

The �rst map preserves the intersection form and admits 	� as a perpendicular
section� Using the fact that the normal bundle of �Y � Y � L is the pull�back of
OL����� one may complete the proof� �
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Let V �Y � be the kernel of the Gysin map Hn���Y �Q� � Hn�X��Q�� Using
Poincar�e duality on Y and X�� we see that this space can be identi�ed with the
kernel of Hn���Y �Q�� Hn���X��Q�� that is with the vanishing homology of the
pair �X�� Y �� �This explains the notation��

�	���� Proposition� Suppose that X and its transversal linear sections satisfy
the hard Lefschetz theorem� Then we have a natural isomorphism of duality spaces

H��Rn��f�Q �X� � H��K� 	� Pn�X� � V �Y ������

Proof� It follows from the discussion following the statement of ����� and ��� ��

that the left�hand side is the perp of the image of i�� � H
n���X��Q� � Hn� �X�

in the kernel of i�� � Hn� �X� � Hn�X��Q� where i� � X� � �X� We decompose

Hn� �X�Q� as

Hn� �X�Q� �Hn�X �Q�� Hn���Y �Q�����
�Pn�X� � Hn���X��Q������ Hn���X��Q������ V �Y ������

One veri�es that i�� corresponds to the diagonal embedding on the middle two
summands� whereas i�� corresponds to taking the di�erence of the components of the

middle summands followed by the isomorphism Hn���X��Q����� 	� Hn�X��Q��
The proposition follows from this� �

Remember that with the notation of lecture �	��

H��K� � �� ker�H
n�X������ Hn�X�������

So in a sense the left hand side of ������ pertains to the cohomology of hyperplane
sections of X only� What makes this proposition interesting is that on the other
side of this equality appears as a direct summand that part of the cohomology of
X that does not appear in its general hyperplane sections� i�e�� Pn�X��

This observation may serve as a point of departure for an inductive� though
rather indirect� construction of Hodge structures on projective manifolds together
with a proof of the hard Lefschetz theorem� The idea is this� suppose we have been
able to develop �mixed� Hodge theory in dimension � n �including the relative
case of families of projective manifolds of dim � n�� The induction step then
requires us to prove the hard Lefschetz theorem for X and to construct �among
othere things� an intrinsic Hodge structure on Pn�X� which is �up to a factor�
polarized by the intersection product� The hard Lefschetz theorem follows from
������ as it implies that Hn���X��Q� is a semi�simple representation of 	�� The
last proposition puts the Hodge structure on Pn�X�� However� one does not know
a priori it is intrinsic� This is only an apparent issue because one proceeds in fact
in more speci�c way� from the outset one has attached to any variety a �ltered
resolution of the constant complex sheaf of which one wishes to show that the
resulting �ltration on its cohomology yields the Hodge �ltration� The presence of
the summand H��K� forces us to develop mixed Hodge theory at the same time�
although that could have been avoided in view of remark at the end of lecture �
��
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The reason for discussing this rather roundabout way of developing Hodge the�
ory is that it generalizes well� it is this approach that has been followed by M� Saito
to prove that the intersection cohomology groups of complete irreducible varieties
�to be discussed in the next lecture� enjoy similar properties as the cohomology of
projective manifolds �i�e�� that they have a Hodge structure� that the Hard Lefschetz
theorem is valid� etc��� It is similar to the proofs of the corresponding results for
varieties de�ned over �nite �elds that were obtained earlier by Beilinson�Berstein�
Deligne� The germ of this idea is already present in Grothendieck�s discussion of
the Hodge conjecture�



LECTURE ��
Intersection cohomology

����� Let X be a locally compact Hausdor� space� A strati�cation X of X
is a partition of X into connected topological manifolds �called strata� such that
the closure of each stratum is a union of strata� the pair �X�X � is then called a
strati�ed space� We have dimX � supS�X dimS� If X is a complex algebraic
�or analytic� variety� then one usually wants the strati�cation to consist of smooth
subvarieties �locally closed for the Zariski topology�� if that is the case� we say that
the strati�cation is algebraic �resp� analytic��

We will be only interested in strati�ed spaces that have a simple local structure�
In order to state the relevant property� recall that the open cone over a space L
is what one gets if in L� ����� the subspace L � f�g is identi�ed to a point� we
denote it by c�L�� If L is compact Hausdor�� then a strati�cation of L determines
one of the open cone over it�

We say that a strati�cation X of X is locally trivial if for every stratum S �
X there exists a neighborhood US of S in X � a retraction rS � US � S�and a
compact strati�ed space �LS �LS� with the the property that rS is locally trivial
�with local trivializations respecting the strata� such that any �ber �with its induced
strati�cation� is homeomorphic to the open cone over �LS �LS�� We actually want
that the strati�cation LS is also locally trivial� since dimL � dimX � this makes
the de�nition inductive rather than circular�

It is clear that then every p � S will have a basis of neighborhoods homeomor�
phic to RdimS � c�LS�� we shall call any such neighborhood a standard neighbor�

hoodof p�
The following theorem is due to Whitney�

�
��� Theorem� Any complex algebraic �resp� analytic	 variety X admits an al�
gebraic �resp� analytic	 strati�cation which is locally trivial�

Actually the strati�cations produced by Whitney possess other interesting
properties as well� one of them is a generalization of the Ehresmann �bration theo�
rem� which is due to Thom� if f is a proper morphism from X to a smooth variety
M such that the restriction of f to any stratum is without critical points� then
f is topologically locally trivial� We will refer to these strati�cations as Whitney

strati�cations� for a precise de�nition� see for example ���

��
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The next theorem makes the de�nition of intersection cohomology possible�
the one following it provides the main reason for its interest� Both are due to
Goresky�MacPherson� with modi�cations in statement and proof due to Deligne�

�
��� Theorem� Let �X�X � be a locally trivial strati�ed space� Assume that all
the open strata all have the same dimension m� and let F be local system de�ned on
their union U � Suppose furthermore that all strata have even codimension� Then
there exists a complex of injective sheaves of QX�modules on X�

I� � �� I� � I� � I� � 
 
 
 �

plus a sheaf homomorphism � � F � I�jU such that the following three properties
are satis�ed�

�� � � F � I�jU � I�jU � I�jU 
 
 
 is exact� in other words� I�jU is a
resolution of F �

�� �a �niteness property	� if V � � V are standard neighborhoods of p � S�
S � X � then the morphism of complexes

"�V� I��� "�V �� I��

induces an isomorphism of cohomology� and
	� in degrees � �

�codimS� the homology of "�V� I�� is zero� whereas in degree

� �
�codimS it maps isomorphically onto the cohomology of "�V n S� I���

Moreover� the homotopy class of I� only depends on X and F � not on X �
It follows that in this situation the following spaces are all topological invariants of
the pair �X�F�� the intersection cohomology of �X�F��

IH��X �F� �� H��"�X� I����

the intersection cohomology with compact supports of �X�F��

IH�
c �X �F� �� H��"c�X� I����

and for a closed subset Y � X � the relative intersection cohomology of �X�F��

IH��X� Y �F� �� H��"X�Y �X� I����

�Here we are only taking sections of I� with support in X � Y ��

Examples� �� IfX � U � the we can take for I� an injective resolution of F � and we
�nd that intersection cohomology is the ordinary cohomology of F � IH��X �F� �
H��X �F��

�� More generally� if X is manifold and j � U � X is the complement of a closed
codimension two submanifold� then an injective resolution of j�F has the required
properties and we �nd that IH��X �F� � H��X � j�F��
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�
��� Theorem� Suppose that in the the situation of ����	 U is oriented� Then
we have a natural �Poincar�e	 pairing

IHk�X �F�� IHm�k
c �X �F��� Q

which is perfect�

So the Poincar�e pairing puts the space IH��X� Y �F� in duality with the space
IH��X � Y �F���

In view of the second example� the last assertion of lemma ���	� is a special
case of the above theorem�

We list some other useful properties�
�� If j � V � X is open� then we have restriction map j� � IH��X �F� �

IH��V �F� and a pushforward j� � IH
�
c �V �F�� IH�

c �X �F��
�� If 	 � E � X is locally trivial Rd�bundle� then 	 and the zero section

induces an isomorphism IH��E� 	�F� 	� IH��X �F��
	� Let us say that a closed subspace i � Y � X is transversally embedded

of codimension d� if it admits a neighborhood in X which retracts onto Y
as an Rd�bundle� Then properties ��� and ��� can be combined to yield
a natural restriction map i� � IH��X �F� � IH��Y � i�F�� It �ts in long
exact sequence


 
 
 � IHk�X� Y �F�� IHk�X �F�� IHk�Y � i�F�� IHk
��X� Y �F�� 
 
 
 �

The map and the sequence dualize under Poincar�e duality to give the Gysin

homomorphism i� � IH��d�Y � i�F� � IH��X �F� and the long exact se�
quence


 
 
 � IHk���X�Y �F�� IHk�d�Y � i�F�� IHk�X �F�� IHk�X�Y �F�� 
 
 
 �

If Z is an arbitrary closed subspace of Y � there are also long exact sequences
for the triple �X� Y� Z�


� We have a Mayer�Vietoris sequence for open subsets of X � �More generally�
one can set up a Cech spectral sequence for an open covering of X which
converges to the intersection cohomology of �X�F���

�� If f is a continuous map to a space Y � then we have de�ned the higher
direct image sheaf Rkf�I�� k � �� �� � � � � associated to the presheaf

V
open� Y �� IHk�f��V �F�

and there is a Leray spectral sequence

Ep�q
� �� Hp�Y�Rkf�I��� IHp
q�X �F��

�� If S � S� and p � S� then it follows from property ���	��� that IHk�V �F�
is independent of the choice of standard neighborhood of V of p� we shall
call this the local kth intersection cohomology group of �X�F� at p�
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 � Property ���	�	� in combination with property ��� allows us to express the
local intersection cohomology groups at p � S in terms of those of the link
LS � if V is a standard neighborhood of p � S� then

IHk�V �F� �

�
IHk�V n S�F� � IHk�LS �F� if k � d� ��

� if k � d�

Applying this to F� and dualizing gives

IHk
c �V �F� �

�
� if k � m� d�

IH�k�m��
d�
d�LS �F� if k � m� �� d�

So the �rst half of the intersection cohomology of LS appears as intersection
cohomology of V and the second half appears as intersection cohomology
of V with compact supports�

We say that the strati�ed space �X�X � is of �nite type if there exists a compact
K � X such that X�K is a s a strati�ed space homeomorphic to the product of a
compact strati�ed space and an open interval� An algebraic Whitney strati�cation
of a quasi�projective variety is always of �nite type� but an analytic set need not
admit such a strati�cation �take a countable discrete subset of C ��

We will sometimes use the notation IH��X �F� in a case where X some strata
have odd codimension� we will only do this in case the strata of odd codimension
make up a %boundary� of X � their union �X should be a closed subspace of X of
codimension one and have a neighborhood in X homeomorphic to �X � ���� as

strati�ed spaces �with the given strati�cation on �X and ���� strati�ed by f�g and
������� We then let IH��X� �� IH��X � �X�� Notice that if X is compact� then
X � �X is of �nite type as a strati�ed space�

We can now state the weak Lefschetz theorem for intersection cohomology�

�
�	� Weak Lefschetz theorem WL�n�� Let X a closed analytic subset of an
open convex subset * of a complex ane space which is of pure dimension n� Let
X be Whitney strati�cation of X of �nite type and let F be a local system de�ned
on the union of its open strata� Then IHk�X �F� � � for k � n�

�
�
� Corollary� Let X � P be a projective variety of pure dimension n� F a
local system on a Zariski open�dense subset of X� and H � P a hyperplane� Then
IHk�X�X � H �F� � � for k � n� If moreover H is transversal to a Whitney
strati�cation of X� then i � X�H � X induces a restriction map i� � IHk�Y �F��
IHk�X �F� which is an isomorphism for k � n � � and is injective for k � n� ��

Proof� The �rst statement follows from WL�n� and the fact that

IHk�X�X �H �F� � IHk
c �X �X �H �F�	� IHk

c �X �X �H �F����

and the second from this and the exact sequence of the pair �X�X �H�� �
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The proof of WL�n� will be by induction on n� The induction process yields
an interesting local companion result� To state it we need a bit of discussion �rst�

��� � Let X be an analytic set at � � CN of pure dimension n� X a Whitney
strati�cation of X � F a local system on the union of its open strata and f � X �
C an analytic function with f��� � �� We assume that f has in � an isolated

singularity at � in the sense that there is a neigborhood * of � � X such that for
any stratum S � X � f jS � �*� f�g� has no singular point� We construct what we
shall call a good model for the germ of f at � as follows�

The assumptions �and the properties of a Whitney strati�cation� imply that
X� � �*� f�g� is transversally embedded in X � �*� f�g� and that X induces a
Whitney strati�cation on it� It is a well�known fact that for every smooth analytic
subset T of * �locally closed for the Zariski topology�� there exists an  � � such that
��� � does not contain a critical value of the restriction of the norm function jzj to
T � Choose  � � such that this is true for all strata of both X and X jX���*�f�g�
and assume in addition that the closed �ball B�� is contained *�

Now for every S � X � �B���S and X� �S are submanifolds of S which meet
transversally� So � is not a critical value of f j�B�� � S� Choose � � � such the
closed ��disk D��� in C consists of regular values of f j�B�� � S for all S� Put

D �� D����

B �� B�� � f���D����

�B �� �B�� � f���D����

�B �� ��B�� � f���D����� �B�� � f����D�����

On all these spaces we induce the strati�cation X � The �ber �B�� �B�� is a Whitney
strati�ed space with boundary� We will call f � B � D a good model of the germ
of f at ��

It can be shown that B is homeomorphic to the closed cone over its boundary�
This implies that

IHk�B�F� �

�
IHk��B�F� if k � n � ��

� if k � n�

and

IHk
c �B�F� �

�
� if k � n�

IHk���LS �F� if k � n � ��

Thom�s generalization of the Ehresmann �bration theorem implies that �B and B are
topologically locally trivial �in a strati�ed sense� over D and D� f�g respectively�
We therefore have a geometric monodromy h � �B�� �B�� � �B�� �B�� which is the

identity on �B� � We can even take it to be the identity on a neighborhood of �B� and
then it is not hard to de�ne a variation homomorphism for intersection cohomology

var�h�k � IHk�B��F�� IHk�B� � �B��F�
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using the sheaf complex I�� We will give another de�nition below which is some�
what more useful for our purpose�

For this let �
B� ��B and ��B be the set of points of �B where Re�f� is � ��
� � and � � respectively� De�ne similarly subspaces �
D� ��D and ��D of �D�
Notice that the pair ���B� ��B� is homeomorphic to the product �B�� � �B��� �
���D� ��D�� under a homeomorphism whose isotopy class is natural� So we have
natural identi�cations

IHk���B�F� 	� IHk�B�� �F� � IHk�B�� � �B�� �F��

IHk���B� ��B�F� 	� IHk���B�� � �B���F� � IHk��
c �B�� � �B�� �F�

Now consider the exact sequence of the pair ��B� �
B�� Since we have

IHk
���B� �
B�F� 	� IHk
����B� ��B�F� 	� IHk�B��� �B�� �F��

the boundary map of this sequence can be identi�ed with a homomorphism

IHk�B� �F�� IHk�B��� �B�� �F��

This is essentially the variation homomorphism� each semi�circle in �D connect�
ing �� with � gives a homeomorphism of B�� onto B�� and the two coincide on
�B�� � The above map is induced by the di�erence of their actions on the intersec�
tion cohomology complex� So if we use one of them to identify IHk�B��F� with
IHk�B�� �F�� then we get the variation homorphism� The preceding discussion
shows�

�
��� Lemma� We have a natural long exact sequence


 
 
 � IHk��B�F�� IHk�B��F�
var�h�k�� IHk�B�� �B��F�� IHk
���B�F�� � � � �

We are now ready to state the local companion alluded to above

�
��� Proposition VAR�n�� We have a natural isomorphism

IHk�B� �
B�F� 	� Image
�
var�h�k�� � IHk���B��F�� IHk���B�� �B��F�

�
�

and both members are trivial for k �� n� In particular� the monodromy action on
IHk�B� �F� is the identity if k �� n � �� Finally�

IHk�B��F�

�
� � for k � n�
	� IHk��B�F� for k � n� ��

Remark� So the above proposition implies that if X is smooth� then Hk�B��F� �
IHk�B� �F� is trivial unless k � �� n� �� This is an old result of Milnor�
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Proof that WL�n � �� � VAR�n�� The hypotheses of WL�n � �� are ful�lled

by the Whitney strati�ed space B� � �B�� and so IHk�B��F� � � for k � n and

IHk�B� � �B��F� � � for k � n � �� We identify the variation homomorphism with
the boundary map above� and factor this boundary map as

IHk��
B�F�
���IHk
��B� �
B�F�

	��IHk
���B� �
B�F��

Either map �ts in an exact sequence�

IHk��
B�F�
���IHk
��B� �
B�F�� IHk
��B��

IHk
��B� �B�F�� IHk
��B� �
B�F�
	��IHk
���B� �
B�F��

So � is surjective if k � n�� and � is injective for k � n� The assertions of V AR�n�
all follow from this� �

Proof that WL�n����VAR�n�� WL�n�� The proof will be very similar to the
discussion ��� �� But here we must pay attention to the topological type because
intersection homology is not a homotopy invariant� We need a technical result
which we merely state�

�
��� Technical lemma� In the sitation of WL�n�� there exists a compact con�
vex set C � * with smooth boundary �C which is transversal to the strati�cation
X � an ane�linear form f � and a convex disk D � C with smooth boundary �D
such that

�� with respect to the strati�cation induced on �C�X� f j�C�X has no critical
value in D�

�� with respect to the strati�cation induced on int�C��X� f jint�C��X has only
�nitely many critical points over D� and these critical points have distinct
values� which are all contained in int�D��

	� if we put B �� C � f��D �X� then X �B is homeomorphic to �B �R as
strati�ed spaces�

Let S � int�D� be the �nite set of critical values of f � B � D� If xs is the
critical point over s � S� then choose neighborhoods B�s� � xs in X�int�C��f��D
and D�s� � s in int�D� such that f � B�s� � D�s� is a good model of the germ of
f jX at xs� We also suppose that the disks D�s� are disjoint� Choose a smoothly
embedded disk E � D with the property that for every s � S� E�D�s� is the right
semi�disk D�s�
 of D�s�� Put

B� �� BE �
�
s�S

B�s�� and B�� �� clos�BE n
�
s�S

B�s��

One proves that X is obtained from B� by putting an open collar over its boundary�
So IHk�X �F�	� IHk�B��F�� Similarly� if � � E�S� then B�� is homeomorphic to
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B� cross a disk� So IHk�B���F� 	� IHk�B��F�� We may apply WL�n � �� to the
relative interior of B� and �nd that the latter group is zero for k � n� Furthermore�

IHk�B�� B���F�	�
M
s�S

IHk�B�s�� �B�s�
�F�

and according to VAR�n�� this group is trivial unless k � n� If we feed this in the
exact sequence of the pair �B�� B���� the assertion WL�n� follows� �

We have only a partial analogue of the results mentioned in �
���� Let C be a
smooth curve� s � C� Z � P�C a closed subvariety of pure dimension n equipped
with a Whitney strati�cation Z and F a local system over the union of open strata
of Z � Denote the projection f � Z � C� and assume that f has exactly one
critical point z over s� Let B � z� be a closed neighborhood of z� in Z such that
f � B � f�B� �� D is a good representative of the germ of f at z�� and assume
that D is so small that it does not contain any critical value besides t�

�
���� Corollary� The restriction map IHk�XD�F� � IHn�X��F� is an iso�
morphism for k �� n � �� n and we have an exact sequence

�� IHn���ZD�F��IHn���Z��F�

�IHn�B�B� �F�� IHn�ZD�F�� IHn�Z��F�� ��

Proof� This follows from ������ and the fact that we have an isomorphism

IHk�ZD� Z��F�� IHk�B�B��F��

�

The �rst statement of this corollary can be restated as follows� the sheaf on C
associated to the presheaf

�V
open� C� �� IHk�f��V �F�

is constant on D if k �� n � �� In the missing dimension one would like to have
an invariant cycle theorem stating that the image of the map IHn���ZD�F� �
IHn���Z��F� is just the part that is pointwise �xed under the monodromy trans�
formation� �We proved this in case Z is smooth at z� and f has there a nondegen�
erate singularity�� This is true in case F underlies a variation of Hodge structure�
However� the proof is di�cult� and appears as a byresult of the proof of the hard
Lefschetz theorem for intersection cohomology�

Consider the situation of ��� �� where X � P is a projective variety of pure
dimension n� F a local system de�ned on a smooth Zariski open�dense subset U
of X and H � P be a hyperplane transversal with respect to U and a Whitney
strati�cation of X � U � The inclusion iH � X �H � X induces

i� � IHn���X �F�� IHn���X �H �F�� i� � IH
n���X �H �F�� IHn
��X �F��



Lecture �
 Intersection cohomology 	

Generalizing terminology for the smooth case� we call the image of the �rst map the
invariant intersection cohomology and the kernel of the second map the vanishing

intersection cohomology of X �H � Then proposition �	��� and its extension �
�!�
hold also for this case� The hard Lefschetz theorem in the present context asserts
that these equivalent properties all hold if the local system underlies a polarized
VHS� it is due to Morihiko Saito�

�
���� Theorem �K�ahler package for intersection cohomology�� Let X � P be a
projective variety of pure dimension n� H a polarized VHS of weight w on a smooth
Zariski open�dense subset U of X and H � P be a hyperplane transversal with
respect to U and a Whitney strati�cation of X � U � Then

�� IHk�X �H� carries a Hodge structure of weight w � k� which has all the
expected functoriality properties� it only depends on �X�H� �so not on the
embedding X � P	� is functorial in H� is compatible with the Poincar�e
pairing in the sense that

IHk�X �H�� IH�n�k�X �H��� Q��n�

is a morphism of Hodge structures�and is functorial with respect to restric�
tion to a transversally embedded closed subvariety of pure dimension� In
particular� the map L �� i�i

� � IHk�X �H� � IHk
��X �H���� is a mor�
phism of Hodge structures of weight w� k�

�� For k � �� the map Lk � IHn�k�X �H� � IHn
k�X �H��k� is an isomor�
phism of Hodge structures� and the resulting map

� � IHn�k�X �H�� IHn�k�X �H�� Q�k� n�� ���� �� �� Lk��� 
 ��

polarizes the Hodge structure on IHn�k�X �H��
The proof follows essentially the pattern sketched at the end of lecture �� but

to make the induction run requires us to know that if X varies in an algebraic
family� then the Hodge structures on the intersection cohomology groups of the
�bres determine a variation of Hodge structure over a Zariski open�dense of the
parameter space� Once this has been established� then Hodge theory is developed
in relative dimension n far enough so that a weight argument can be used to prove
the invariant cycle theorem for relative dimension n�

The preceding results admit a powerful generalization to the relative case� the
decomposition theorem plus the relative Lefschetz theorem� For the statements� we
refer to Saito�s overview ����
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